Preventing misuse

- Detecting illegal transfer of tickets
  Allows you to take action whenever someone passes on their ticket illegally. Makes it easy to detect ticket fraud due to selling or swapping of non-transferable tickets.
- Identifying use of children’s passes by adults
  The reference image lets you confirm whether the user is actually a child.

Simple Configuration

You decide...

- whether a guest reference photo should be taken the first time they through a gate.
- whether or not the operator should be required to confirm the identification.
- which ticket types you want to apply the check to.

High-speed checks

- Suitable for all ticket types...
  ...from day tickets to season passes: Photo compare is available for all ticket types and can be configured as needed.
- Suitable for various devices
  Reference images and captured photos can be displayed on Handshake.Logic ‘Monitor’ and Vario. Gate ‘Touch Pad’.

Individual fraud penalty measures

- Deny/delay access - as you see fit
  If the photos do not match, you have the option of denying access straight away or requiring a closer inspection first.
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